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CROSS.BORDER COOPERATION IN CASES OF
INTERNATIONAL INSOLVENCY: SOME RECENT
TRENDS COMPARED

Ian Flercher*

Memoire
My friendship with Ferd Stone extended for the best part of a
quarter-century, commencing with my arrival at Tulane in the Fall of
196p tg join the uniquely pritileged Uina of graduate students attached
to the Institute of Comparativelaw, of which Ferd himself was the
Founding Director. I thus came to know him, successively, as
inspired--and inspirational--teacher and academic guide; as cherished
and invaluable colleague (during Tulane Summer Sessions held in
Grenoble, and when he several times came as Visiting Professor to the
University of Wales, Aberystwyth); and above all as staunch and
irreplaceable friend, and fanrily fiend, whose company was truly lifeenhancing. During the course of our correspondence--sustaineci from
his side until very nearly the end of his life--he oftentimes made
characteristically wry allusions to my developing interest in the law of
insolvency. L i,. therefore not inappropriate tirat,-as one whose training
in.comparative law properly began in his classroonr, my conribution t6
thts Commemorative Issue should take the form of a comparative
survey-of some recent, and highly significant, developments inlhe field
of insolvency law touching uponits international asp6cts.

The Problem Stated
The insolvency laws of the different sovereign states of the
world differ from one another in many ways, ranging from minor
points of detail t_o the most fundamental matters of principle.l When
systems are studied compamtively it is readily seen that a hypothetical
testcase would be dealt with in widely differing ways, depeirding upon
the systems whose insolvency laws ire applied to-it. s6metimes-the
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l, Indee4 such diversity can be encountered even inside the frontiers of a
shgle political state, such as the United Kingdonr, where the insolvency laws of England
and Vy'ales, Scotland, and Northern heland each contain numerous characteristics not
shared in cornmon with the other jurisdictions within the components of what is
supposedly a "United" Kingdom.
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variations can be quite dramatic--as where the debtor is exempted, by
reason of status, from the application of any form of insolvency
regime, and is thus denied the possibility of "going bankrupt" under the
laws of the states in question."2 Other, significant variations include
the requisite criteria for opening insolvency proceedings; the nature and
effects of those proceedings upon the debtor's person and property; the
categories of exempted property which remain inaccessible to the
creditors; the order of priorities in disnibuting the available property
after realization; the scope for impeaching antecedent transactions
whereby the debtor's estate has been appreciably depleted; and the
pgticy and principles which are applied in respect of the rehabilitation
of former bankrupts or, in the case of failed companies, those who
have been involved in corporate managemenl

The above cornments should serve to indicate the potential
range of problems to be encountered in the case of an insolvent debtor,
individual or corporate, whose financial interests are dispersed betwecn

two or more distinct jurisdictions. Typically, the rules for exercising
insolvency jurisdiction are so designed as to render "foreign debtors"
amenable to the local law, subject to their meeting certain minimum
criteria (which may involve merely the presence of some assets, even
of low value, within the jurisdiction or the fulfilling of a "doing of
business" test). Thus, the debtor may be simultaneously amenable to
the insolvency laws of a plurality of jurisdictions. Questions
immediately arise as to whether plurality of proceedings is either
admissible in principle, or desirable in practice. If it be argued that
unity is the desired goal, a further range of problems has to be
addressed. These include, the basis for determining which of the
possible "cenEes" shall become the exclusive bankruptcy forum for the
case in question. Consequential difficulties then follow regarding the
necessity of according €xtra-territorial effect to proceedings which are
thus concentrated into a single jurisdiction,3 but which must perforce
apply to a property located in other countries, and to claims which are
properly governed by other systems of law. On the other hand, if the
possibility of plurality of proceedings be admitted, or even
necessitated, through a strict refusal by some systems to accord any
extra-territorial effect to proceedings conrmenced elsewhere,4 many

2. 8.9., Under the insolvency laws of France, Belgiunr" and l,uxembourg an
individual cannot be the subject of insolvency procedures unlecs he or she is a trader
(connergant); under Italian law this exemption even extends to "small Eaders" (piccoli
imprenditori; see Italian C.C. art. 2083).
3. This is generally known as "universality of bankruprcy," although the
term is interpreted in different ways by various writers.
4. This is the case with countries such as Japan, The Netherlands and
Sweden as to which see the respective reports for those countries by M. Iro, J.H.
Dlt-Ittrtscr.l, and M. Boco.lx in: I.F. Flercher (ed") CRoss-BoRDER IxsolvrNcy: Nlnoxlr
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practicqldifficulties-ensue concerning the extent to which these parallel
proceedings iue to function in relation to each other. If these multiple
progeedlnss are not to become mutually competitive, some way must
be found to enable them to interrelate with one another, preferibly in
such a fashion that one set of proceedings becomes the main, or
p!4tryu administration with the others standing in an ancillary
relationship.

Given that it is one and the same debtor whose affairs are
undergoing administration, and given also that the distribution of assets
and the dispersal of creditors and their claims can exhibit the
characteristic of randomness, there is clearly a strong case for striving
towards some kind of coordination in cases of international insolvency,
in the hope of thereby attaining a greater degree of overall "fairness" of
outcome, both within individual cases and across the run of such cases,
viewed over a span of time. Such a spirit of internationalism involves
the acceptance of some "hard" results. Seen purely through the eyes of
those claimants who happen to be grouped in ohe of the. concerned
jurisdictions in any particular case, -the "windfall" advantage,
occasioned by the presence locally of assets of the debtor which would
amply qatisfy their claims, if dealt with in isolation, may be denied
them the pursuit of an "internationalist" solution rbquires the
rep4riation of those assets either in totality, or at least to such extent as
will facilitate an equalization of the rate of dividend payable to all

if

claimants of equivalent degree, in every one of ihl involved
jurisdictions. It^is therefore iot surprising to discover that, in the
world of reality (in contast to what is generally advocated in the
theoretical teatises which ttris subject has spawned in some abundance)
internationalist collaboration is historical[y very much the exception
rather than the rule. In practice, the approach ofmost legal systems to
matters of cross-border insolvency -has been aptly, -if cynically,
summed up in the expression: "Nehrnen ist seliger als Geben."S

coMpARetrve Rrponrs (1991). The negative position formerly prevalent under
German law towards recognition of the effects of foreign bankruptcies has been redressed
in modem times, as explained below.
"It is more blessed to receive than to give." See Relpg, Deurscges

AND

5.
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(1939) 288.

cf.

the English decision in Felixstowe

Dock and Railway co. v. u.s. Lines, Inc. tl98sl 2

All E.R. 77, in which Hirst,

J.

concluded that undue inconvenience and hardship would be caused to local creditors if he
sanctioned the repatriation to the U.S.A. of assets wirhin rhe Unired Kingdom which were

the property

of a United states corporation

proceedings in America.

undergoing chapter

ll

bankruptcy
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International Cooperation: Challenge and Response

A.

The Unmet Challenge
Since at least the Middle Ages, regular examples have occurred

of international insolvencies which have generated intractable
difficulties for those concemed.6 These international failures vary in
scale of magnitude, but all are alike in one resp€ct: the differences
between the insolvency laws of the respectively concerned systems
have the effect of compounding the economic misery experienced by all
parties, since the complexities encountered in any cross-border
insolvency will inevitably increase the overall cost of the
administration, while simultaneously impeding the efficiency of the
process of recovery and realization of such assets as may remain
theoretically available to be distributed anrong the crediors. Despite the
enormity and frequency of such disasters the historic challenge for
civilized mercantile societies to devise some ordered and workable
system for resolving these problems has largely gone unanswered.
From the eighteenth century onwards some European states established
bilateral treaties aimed at regulating insolvencies where assets were
dispersed between the states in question,T but the resulting instruments
were often cumbersome, and the potential complexities which would be
engendered by a network of diverse, and possibly irreconcilable,
teaties concluded on a bilateral basis were always daunting.
One or more multilateral treaties would seem to be more suitable
as a vehicle for achieving a framework within which to deal with the
problems of intemational insolvencies, not least because in practice the
cross-border interests of debtors will frequently fail to match the pattern
of international agreements concluded bilaterally by ttrc states to which
they and ttreir creditors are principally auached Historically, however,
such efforts as have been directed towards the creation of rnultilateral
bankruprcy treaties have, with very few exceptions, been unsuccessful.

Prominent examples of such failures are the Model Treaty on
Bankruptcy produced in 1925 by the Fifth Hague Conference on
hivate Internatiortal Law, and the First hoject for an EEC Bankruptcy
Convention, which was under active consideration between 1960 and
1980. In contrast to ttrese treaties, mention can be made of the success

6. C/. the historic saga of the Ammanati banking failure of 1302, described
by KN. Nadelmann m Bankruptcy Treaties,93 U. Pl L. Rrv. 58, 58-59 (1944) reprhted
ia Krnt H. Nlpelumw, Colm;cr or L.lws: IrvreRlreroNAt, lNp lvrsRsuru, *299336 (1972).
.

7
For an account of these early treaties, see K. l,,tPsrerN in: I.F. Fletcher
(ed.) Cnoss-Bonornhlsolvmqcv: Colpm.lrrw Dnrmxsoxs (1990) at 223-236. See also
K. Nadelmanru loc. cit. supran.6,
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of the Nordic Bankruptcy convention of 19338 and of the less certain
achievements of the Montevideo Private International Law Treaties of
1889 and 1940 and the Havana Treaty of 1928.e All these are
examples of cooperation on a regional basis between states sharing
generally close legal and cultural affinities. In the absence of sucf,
established interstate relationships the difficulties of achieving a
satisfactory agreement are of a very high order. This is attributable in
large part to the special nature of insolvency proceedings, with their
comprehensive effects upon the debtor's status and patrimony. The
individualized characteristics of each nation's bankrultcy laws can be
shown to be intimately linked to many aspects of tlie economic and
social culture of that community so thit viial, interlocking provisions
exist between the insolvency law and the general law of the system in
question. Hence, any treaty whose terms coun result in a perturbation
of the established assumptions underlying the debior-creditor
relationship is likely to be regarded with suspicion and even hostility.
This problem is furiher comp-ounded by the widespread practice und6r
mo_st insolvency laws of according priority status to the claims of state
and public authorities--especially those of the revenue-collecting
departments--whereby those claims must be fully satisfied before any
payment can be made to the ordinary, unsecured creditors. Thus, if the
provisions of a bankruptcy treaty to which States A, B, and C are
P$tigs.operate in such a way that, in a given case, the main bankruptcy
administration is to be located in stateA, any requirement whereby ail
-to
assets located in B and c must be repatriated
state A and there
administered according to- its law of bankruptcy, are likely to have
unwelcome consequences from the point of vidw 6rtne nonpieferential
creditors from States B and c. The latter may experience ttr6 chagrin of
sgeing- what were formerly "local" assets beiirg administered larg6ly for
the advantage of the fiscal authorities in State A. small iorider,
therefore, that draft treaties containing peremptory schemes foi
regulating international insolvency, based lpbn the iwinirea concepts of
unity and univenality, generally fail to commend themselves to^those
who are invited to subscribe to them.lO

8.
9.
Cotvr,lurrw

See

M. Bogdan, (1935) 35 ICLe 49.

See J.M. DonsoN in I.F. Fletcher (ed.) Cnoss-Bonorn IHsorvENcy:
Dn"mNsroNs (1990) ar 237-262.

10.

This was the case with the First project for an EEC Bankruptcy

convention tacitly abandoned some time after 19g0. see I.F. Fl-rrcnrn, coxrricr or
L.r,ws .q,No EunopnlN Couuumrv Llw (19g2) Ch. 5; D.l. Llsox and p.A. SroNs,
CoNrrrgr or L.lws nr rrn Ernopu,c,N Couuwrry (l9SZ) Ch. 10.
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I nterratiorwl Level

In the light of what is stated above, the most promising way
forward at the level of international treaty formation would appear to be
by way of less ambitious, and more pragmatic, proposali-aimed at
establishing a basic framework for cooperation in cross-border
insolvency matters. In this way, opportunities can be provided for
minimizing the costly inefficiencies endemic o the present chaotic state
of affairs in which the maxims"Sauve Qui Peut!" and"The race to the
swiftest!" are seen to prevail over the idealized principles of
"collectivity" and "equality between creditors" to which the individual,
national systems of insolvency law invariable purport o subscribe.ll
The most rccent example of an international bankruptcy treaty,
which was concluded among the 23 states which currently belong to
the Council of Europe, was opened for signature in Istanbul, Turkey
on June 5th, 1990. The original plan for this convention was
formulated along the lines just advocated, namely to achieve certain
limited, but worthwhile, objectives. These included the creation of a
set of rules which would enable the office holder--trustee, liquidator or
equivalent--in insolvency proceedings opened in one contracting state
to take effective action in any of the others, first to protect and
subsequently to reclaim and realize such assets of the debtor as may be
located in the jurisdiction in question.
One of the fundamental issues of international insolvency law is
that of according recognition toforeign insolvency proceedings, and of

recognizing the office holder's competence and authority to act on
behalf of the collective interests of those laying claim to the bankrupt's
estate. Even where suchrecognition and authorization can be obtained,
pursuant to the private international law of the country in which assets
happen to be located, the delays encountered in the ordinary course of
operation of the local legal process tend to defeat the object of the
exercise. By the time the office holder obtains local authorization to
act,
assets may either have been spirited abroad and placed out of
-the
reach, or have been seized and apprcpriated by (usually local) creditors
who are well placed to take advantage of whatever direct means of
satisfying theirclaims are available o them under the local law. These
local attachments, if completed prior to ttre operative moment at which
ttre foreign bankruptcy receives local recognition, will generally prevail

11. Admittedly, h mosr legal systems the hallowod principle "par est
condicio omniwt cred.itorum" is not accorded its fu[. literal effecr the stratification of
claims into preferential and nonpreferential subgroups is a near-ruriversal practice.
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against the claims of the foreign office holder, whose title can only be
asserted by courtesy of the conflicts rules of that same local law.
Hence, the practical utility of the provisions contained in Chapter II of
the Istanbul Convention (comprising articles G15 inclusive) could be
appreciable. These provisions allow the liquidator (which is the term
used throughout the convention as a convenient way of referring to the
office holder who has been appointed in the proceedings in question)l2
to exercise a range of powers, including the taking of steps necessary
for the protection or preservation of the value of the debtor's assets, as
from the date of his original appointment. These powers may be
exercised in the other contacting states merely upon prcsentation of the
prescribed, documentary proof of his appointment.l3 Alttrough during
this first stage the liquidator is not empowered to remove the assets
from the staie in whiih they are situated, the further provisions of the

Convention do enable him to undertake acts

of

administration,

rnanagement and disposal of the debtor's assets, in accordance with the
powers conferred by the law of his appointment, including ttre possible
removal of the assets from the territory of their sitw.ra Such removal
is subject, however, to the law of the sira,s of the asset in question, and

a procedure is established whereby other persons may object to the
liquidator's proposed exercise of his powers in that territory. Thus the
local court may interpose a veto on the repatriation of assets or their
proceeds, where this repatriation would have the effect of defeating
legitimate interests established under ttre local law of the siras.l5

The provisions of Chapter IV of the Istanbul Convention
(articles 29-32 inclusive) also promise to yield worthwhile practical
benefits, in that they give rise to an obligation to inform all known
creditors residing in the other States Parties whenever insolvency
proceedings are opened in relation to their debtor. This notification is
coupled with a requirement that all such creditors are to be eligible to
lodge their claims in writing in the proceedings which the liquidator is
conducting. Any claim so lodged may be drawn up in the creditods
own language, subject to the proviso that, if this is not also the
language of the authority which has opened the proceedings, the claim

12.

Appendix B of the Istanbul Convention lists by name the various types
each of the contracting states who are embraced by the term
"liquidator" where used in the convention. Appendix A liss the various insolvency
procedures under which such office holders' appointrnents may take place for the purpose
of bringing them within the scope of chapter II.
13 .
Istanbul Convention, article 7 and 8, together with articles 2 ar.d 3.
14. 1d., article 10(l).
15. .1d., articles 1q2), 11, L2 and l4(2).

of office holder in
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must be acco:npanied by a translation in that language or in one of the
two official languages of the council of Europe (Engiish or French).16

More debatable, from the aspect of the wish to advance the
of international cooperation and to maximize the equal treatrnent
of creditors, are the contents of chapter III of the convention. These
enable secondary bankruptcies to bd opened in any other state p*y,
solely on the basis that the debtor has lieen declared bankrupt throufh
proceedings ope-yed in accordance with the conditions specifiedln
chapter I, regardless of whether the debtor is insolvent in the state of
secondary bankruptcy. secondary proceedings may be opened at the
request not only of_the liquidator in the main bankiuptcy, but also of
any party with standing to do so according to the locallaw of the place
where.the requ.elt f9r a secondary bankruptcy is presentid.tz
According t9 qrticlg 19, secondary bdnkruptciei are govirned by t!-e
local. law.of the pla-ce yherg th6y are opened, andit is expr6ssly
provided by article 2l that the payment 6f claims out of the asseti
Tmpnpd in the secondary banlaup-rcy is to take place having regard to
[e.prgferential claims andsecurityinti:rests arisirig under ttre-loc-al taw.
This facility app!tr! to afford ainple opportunit! for creditors--who
fay
$cgurse include thepublic afthori-ti-es of ttrd state in question--to
"localize" the administratibn of the debtor's assets dispersid across a
plurality of jurisdictions. In this way the claims of the bffrce holder in
the main proceedings will,be held at bay, and the priorities and security
interests ari-sing-under the local law willbe enabled to prevail, at least tir
the extent that the local "asset pool" of property bebnling to the debtor
is sufficienr to rneet them. This will iec6ssaiity ue ft tfie expense of
those creditors based in other jurisdictions who, though ojrcnsibly
entijled by virtue of article i0 to lodge claims in t[e secondarry
balkruptcy, are -unlikely- 4 most casEs actually to receive any
substantial return
!y *-"y of dividend" grven their nonpreferential statul
accordmg to the local-system of law. It follows from this that any
alteration of the sraa of issets of substantial value prior to the openin!
of an international insolvency could have seriously detrimentai
co.nsequences for creditors who are based in the juriidiction from
which the assets are exported.
cause

Article 40 of the convention allows any state which becomes a
ggrtlto it to reserve the right not to apply eithbr chapter II or chapter
trI. To the extent that the ight of reservation is exercised in relation to
clapqer II, this will seriously weaken the convention's value and
effectiveness and indeed suchieservations would seem tantamount to
the negation of the basic purpose of the c.onvention itself. on the other
hand, by contracting oui of chapter III in its concluded form states
15.

t7.

1d., articles 3L,32.
1d., article 18.
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would in fact be demonstrating their support for the "internationalist"
philosophy of cross-border insolvency, by limiting the potential for
some creditors to "localize" the processes of distribution of the
bankrupt's property. But this is an option which few states are perhaps
likely to prefer at the present tinre, sirice it entails the renunciatioh of the
power to "ring fence" local assets for the benefit, principally, of local
creditors (including the State itself). Thus, the capacity to bring about
secondary bankruptcies under Chapter III is likely to be seen by most
states as a necessary quid pro quo for the concessions granted under
Chapter II whereby cross-border assistance is to be accorded to a
foreign liquidator, including his being allowed to exercise his powers
in their territory.
The Istanbul Convention has not yet come into force at the time
of writing. According to article 34, a minimum of three ratifications are
necessary in order to bring the Convention into force among the
ratifying States.lE It is therefore likely to be some time before any
assessment can be made of the concrete results of the Convention,
based upon full operational experience. Of special interest is the
p_rovision in article 35, whereby states which do not belong to the
Council of Europe may procure an invitation to accede to the Istanbul
Convention, provided that the Member States vote unanimously in
favor of issuing the invitation. Thus the Convention could become a
medium for the progressive development of the framework for

international cooperation

in

insolvency matters, operating

in

a

gJnuinely global context. This prospect should serve to ensure that ttre
Convention is the object of widespread scrutiny in the years ahead.

A separate development to be noted involves those twelve
European States which, in addition to being Members of the Council of
Europe, also comprise the current membership of the European
Community. Soon after the Istanbul Convention was opened for

lignature, the Twelve relaunched the Project for a Community
Bankruptcy Convention, which had been dormant since 1980. This
has now assumed a special urgency for the states concerned, in view of
the impending_completion of the Community's internal market by the
end of l992.re It can fairly be stated that, in the absence of pioper
arrangements to coordinate the administration of insolvent estates
within the context of the European community, the full attainment of
the Internal Market cannot properly take place.- At this stage, however,
it is not known what kind of afproach will be adopte-d under the
second Project, nor whether the errors of the First Project are destined

lE.

Signatory states to the Istanbul Convention currently
France, Germany, Greece, Luxembourg and Turkey,

include: Belgium,

f 9. Single Ewopean Act (European Community, 17-28 February 1986),
passim, esp. article 13.
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to be repeated. It is to be hoped that the lessons of history will be
learned, and that practical, even if limited, solutions are preferred o the
grandiose, and unworkable, proposals which were conceived by the
panel of experts to whom the task was originally entrusted.

2.

National Resrynses: Some Inrnvations Compared

In the absence of any formal, worldwide structure to deal with
the problems arising in the context of international insolvencies,
prac4tioners have developed their own expertise for the purpose.
Solutions have been deviied which utilize a variety of formal and
informal methods. In some celebrated cases the resufts can display an
impressive blend of ingenuity and fairness, as in the case'of the
arangement concluded in New York to resolve the difficulties ensuilg
from the collapse of the Herstatt Bank of Diisseldorf in 1974.20 Such
high-level expeftise, and the international network of professional
contacts which are an essential aspect of any operation of this kind,
involve a considerable increment to the overall administrative costs, and
it is therefore only expedient to resort to them in cases where the sums
involved are of a commensurately high order of magnitude. One of the
principal benefits which would accrue from the-development of a
properly coordinated system of international agreements is that the
recoiery and administration of a debtor's foreign assets would be
attainable quickly and at relatively lisle cost, thus niaking ttris a realistic
possibility even in cases where the property is of only moderate value.
The fact that the total monetary amounts involved are not especially
largg does not necessarily diminish the significance of an insblvency
for the creditors caught up in the failure, and it may well be the case
that the inclusion of even a single overseas asset has an appreciable
impqat uponthe level of dividend'which the creditors wil suLiequently
receive. It is arguable therefore that the parties who would experiencb
th9 greatest proportionate benefit from improvements of the kind here
advocated will bb those involved in the fairly unspectacular, run-of-themill insolvencies in which there happen t6 be a few overseas assets
which, under present conditions, the trustee or liquidatu would deem it
not worthwhile to attempt to repatriate, on grounds of cost and
inconvenience.
The above consideration also serves to underline the importance
of various rerent initiatives undertaken at national level, eithefttrough

20.

Described by

Kwt N.

in Rehabititating International
Rrv. I (1977),
and nTlng Lure in "Interrutional Bar*ruptcies" of Assets Located Abroad, 33 I.c.Le.
43I,432-33 (1984). See also Becker, 62 AM. Baurn. LJ. tZgO (1976).
Nadelmann

Lcssons Taught by Herstut and Conpany, 52 N.Y.U.L.
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activism or legislative innovation, to improve the opporrunities

for office holders in proceedings based in one jurisdiction to obtain
assistance from the authorities of other countries, and to take effective
legal action in those other jurisdictions in furtherance of their
adminisnation of the insolvent estate. These initiatives typically have
the effect of according judicial cooperation under the law of the cbuntry
in question to office holders from that state. A precondition for thb
according of such cross-border assistance is usually that reciprocal, or
near-equivalent, facilities are available under the law of the other
system in favor of office holders operating from the state in which
assistance is sought. I propose to examine three examples of such
provisions, namely the Ancillary Proceeding provision contained in
section 304, U.S. Bankruptcy Code; the provision for cooperation
between courts contained in section 426 of the United Kingdom
Insolvency Act 1986; and the Proposal of the Ausralian Law Reform
Commission for a new legislative provision to enable Ancillary
Assistance to be given by Australian courts in relation to foreign
insolvency proceedings concerning companies.2l

As well as being the earliest in time to be enacted or proposed,
the United States provision, dating from 1978, is in many ways the
most remarkable, not least because of the liberal and flexible terms in
which it is devised.22 In particular, there is no absolute requirement
that prior arrangements should have been established between the
United States and the other jurisdiction concerned. Section 304 of the
Banlruptcy Code simply establishes the facility for commencement of a
case ancillaryto a foreign proceeding through the filing with the U.S.
Bankruptcy Court of a petition for this purpose, presented by a
"fgryign representative" ($ 30a(a)). Various possible forms of relief
yhich the court may gmnt in response to the petition are specified in g
304(b), but the granting of any relief is subject to the piovisions of
subsection (c), which require the court to be guided by ihe following
considerations and policy objectives:
. . . what will best assure an economical and expeditious
administration of such estate, consistent with -

1)

just treatment of all holders of claims against or
interest in such estate:

21. ,See Australian Law Reform Commission, Report No. 45-General
krsolvency Inqury (1988, 2 volumes) chapter 19, together wirh Draft lrgislation,
ltrys1CF2. The proposals are reproduced in I.F. Flercher (e4.) op. cit. supra n. 7, at pp.
263-270.

22. Section 204 was originally proposed by the Comrnission on Bankruprcy
Laws as early as 1973: H.R. Doc. No. 137,93d Cong., lst Sess., part tr, at p. lO (tSll\
see Morales and Deutsch, 39 BUS. I-AW. 1573 (19g4), at p. 15g6.
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2)
3)
4)

6/7

protection of claim holders in the United States
against prejudice and inconvenience in the
processing of claims in such foreign proceeding;

of preferential or fraudulent
distribution of proceeds of such estate

prevention

dispositions of property of such estate;

substantially

5)
6)

tvol.s.

in

accordance

with the order

prescribed by this title;
comity; and
if appropriate, the provision of an opporhrnity

for

a fresh start for the individual thai such foreign
proceeding concerns.

The above guidelines effectively leave it to the Bankruptcy
court to exercise discretion, based upon iis evaluation of the meritsani
circumstance of the instant case, and upon its appraisal of the quality
and nature of the insolvency laws of the foreign iystem from which thl
requg-st for assistance is transmitted. No piecohdition is introduced
requiring systematic, international connections of any particular kind to
be_in-place or in force, and hence the granting of judicial assistance can
validly proceed,on an ad /loc basis.-Nombly, however, the grounds
provided by g 304(c) amply empower the American court Io have
special regard to the interestsof claim holders in the united states, and
to refuain ftom granting any assistance--such as ordering repatriation of
assets located in the u.s.A.--which would cause them io suffer an
tqjl-tlilg.23 Also significant is the requirement contained in g
304(cX4), to the effect that there should be substantial similarity
betw.een. the two systems of insolvency law regarding the mode of
distributing the debtor's estate. Ttris is-so formu-lated is to allow the
Bankruptcy 9oon a reasonable margin of appreciation in relation to the
workings of the foreign system, whilst-enabling it to withhold
cooperation where discrepancies are encountered wiih which the court
does not feel comfortable.

In the United Kingdom, more particularly in England and
wales, there is a long established Eadiric,ir ofjudiciil coopeition, and
a generally li-beral approach to the recognition of foreign insolvency
proceedings, based upon case decisions dating as far back as the mid23. See, e.g., In reTogaManufacttring Lrd., 28 B.R. 165 (Bank. E.D. Mich
/n re Lineas Aereas de Nicaragua, l0 B.R. 29, 13 B.R. 779 (Banls. S.D. Fla.
l98l); c/. Matter of Axona Intern. credit and commerce Ltd., 88 B.R. 597 (Bank.
S.D.N.Y. 1988); /z re Culmer, 25 B.R. 621 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1982). For turther
discussion of the case law, see NonroN Bnxnuprcy Ltw lrs h,.lcncr (19g9 Edition),
chaprer 19 by RA. GrrLrN, E.D. FL,c,scHEl.r lNo D.M. Gnrlrss, also reproduced in I.F.
1983);

Flercher

(d.

op. cit. supra n. 7, at pp.69-94).
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eighteenth century.24 The reform of the legislative provisions
governing insolvency law in England and Wales, consolidated in the
Insolvency Act of 1986, provided an oppornrnity to augment these
case-based elements with a new, statutory enactment placing the
arrangenrents for judicial cooperation upon a modern footing. Section
426of the Act applies to bottr corporate and individual insolvency, and

is rendered especially complex by the inclusion of provisions to

regulate cooperation benveen the different internal jurisdictions of the
United Kingdorn Alongside these, provision is made for international
cooperation to be accorded to courts having jurisdiction in relation to

insolvency law in any "relevant country or territory."25 This
expression is defined in g 426(11), and means, in addition to the
Channel Islands and the Isle of Man (which are offshore islands for

whose external affairs the United Kingdom exercises responsibility),
an)' gountry or territory which has been designated for this purpose by
Ministerial Order. Thus, the special facilities set up by g 426 are of
restricted availability, and are accorded on the basis of established
international arrangements seen as supplying a sufficient basis for the
making of a "trigger" Order in relation to the foreign state in question.
The first such Order contains a list of 17 territories and countries within
the British Commonwealth, together with the Republic of keland.26
Further countries could be added in the future, as and when suitable
arrangements are made.

If

the restricted availability of the new procedure for

cooperation by English courts appears highly cautious, when compared
with the essentially "open-door" approach adopted in the section 304
ancillary proceeding provision of United Statei law, the nanre of the
assistance which English courts are at liberty to provide in favor of
their overseas counterparts is exceptionally wide and liberal. Section
declares that arequest made to a court in any part of the United
-6{5) by a court in a "relevant country or territory" is authority for
Kingdom
the court to which the request is made to apply, in relation to any
matters specified in the request, tlrc insolvency law whichis applicable
by eitlwr court in relation to comparable matters falling iithin its
jurisdiction (emphasis added). The subsection further specifies that, in
exercising its discretion for this purpose, a court "shallhave regard in
particular to the rules of private ihternational law." Thus, a potentiatty
lar-ranging authorization is conferred upon the court in England,
Scotland or Northern keland to devise an appropriate response to a

24.
discussion

See:

Solomons v. Ross

of the English law

Qle) | Hy3I. 131n, 126 E.R. 29. For a full

concerning recognition

of foreign

bankruptcies and

liquidations, see I.F. Fr.tTcrfiR, [.a,w orltvsolwr.rcy (1990), chaprers 25,29.
25. Insolvency Act of 1986 $ 426(4).

26. S.I. 1986 No. 2123: The Cooperation of Insolvency Courts

(Designation of Relevant Countries and Territories) Ord€r 1980.
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request for international assisunce, by combining a regard to the rules

of private international law together with its mandate to apply either
domestic insolvency law, orthe insolvency law of the jurisdiction from
which the request has been received. Thus, if assets are located in
England which the foreign trustee wishes to claim on behalf of the
estate, his ability to do so may depend upon a successful attack being
mounted against some previous transaction whereby the debtor
purported to transfer the property to others. The transaction may have
been effected outside England, and the property itself may likewise
have been located elsewhere at the relevant time. The English court,
which has present control over the destiny of the property, may
respond on the basis of the combined application of the laws which $
426(5) empowers it to deploy. It may,lor example, conclude that the
prior transaction was properly governed by the law of the state from
which the request has been received, and may therefore apply the
avoidance mle of that system, rather than the equivalent rule contained
within English insolvency law, for the purpose of deciding whether ttre
tansaction can be set aside at the insance of the foreign tnrstee.
One further contrast must be noted between the American and
English provisions for affording cooperation in matters of international
insolvency. Whereas under $ 304 of the U.S. Code the foreign
representative has standing personally to file petition with the United
States Bankruptcy Court, the provisions of g 426 of the United
Kingdom statute preclude this direct approach from office holders
overseas. Instead, the request for assistance must be addressed to "a
court having jurisdiction in relation to insolvency law" in some pa:t of
the United Kingdom by a court elsewhere which has "a corresponding
jurisdiction" in the judicial system to which it belongs.2T

Since the new United Kingdom legislation was enacted the
Australian Law Reform Commission has proposed new legislation to
regulate the granting of assistance in cross-border insolvency
matters.28 Despite numerous differences of detail, it can be readily
perceived that the Australian proposals are mainly inspired by the
example of $ 304 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. A "two-tier"
approach to cooperation is proposed, whereby the rendering of
assistance would be mandatory in the case of requests from "prescribed
countries," which would be those with which Australia has close legal
ties. In this aspect, the proposal embodies the approach of the United
Kingdom provision just discussed. In the case of other jurisdictions,
however, cooperation would be based upon judicial discretion,
exercised in accordance with an appraisal by the Australian court of the
extent to which a general correspondence exists benpeen the insolvency

27.

lnsolvency Act of 1986 E 4?5(4).
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laws of Australia and the other country, utilizing a "checklist of
objectives" which, rnutatis mutandis,is virtually a direct reprduction
of the contents of $ 304(c) of the U.S. Code, while $ 304(b) is clearly
the model for the proposed forms of relief which the court would be
empowered to provide. Another aspect of interest is the standing to
apply to the Australian court for ancillary assistance: similar to the
American legislation, and in contrast io the restricted approach
embodied in that of the United Kingdom, the draft proposal would
accord the foreign representative personal standing ro make the
application for aid.

_

Lastly, as evidence for the proposition that judicial activism can
play a most important role in transforming the climate of cross-border
insolvency, even in advance of any legislative initiatives, mention
should be made of a quite outstanriing contribution by the German
Federal Supreme Court in its judgmenis of 13 July 1983 and 11 July
1985 respectively.2e Until these judgments, German law declined to
recggnize a foreign bankruptcy as having effects in relation to propefly
of the debtor located in Germany, with the consequence that no orddr
could be obtained by a foreign trustee to recover the bankrupt's
German assets. Indeed, the position was even more unsatisfactbry
because not only did such assets remain accessible to individual
creditors, resorting to individual acts of diligence outside the foreign

bankruptcy administration. Furthermore, where insolvency

proceedings were taking place in Germany itself, any creditors who
had carried out individual acts of execution-abroad wete not obliged to
surrender the proceeds ttrereof to the trustee in banlauptcy, even if they
wished p lodge proof in the German proceedings themselves. Thes-e
perversities endured for a hundred years from 1884, but in the two
landmark decisions of the Bundesgerichtshof, which drew upon the
provisions regarding unjust enrichment contained within the German
Civil Code, a fresh beginning was made. In the future, German coufts
may be expected in appropriate cases to order turnover of assets to
foreign representatives, and to order creditors to surrender the fruits of
loreign attachments which have been accomplished at the expense of
the general body of creditors. The spirit of internationalism is thus
revitalized by this judicial revolution, and the principle of equality
among creditors is once again triumphantly reaffumed.

?8.
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